Green Bay Converting Locating Operations, 300 Jobs In Hattiesburg

Dr. Steven Kyle, as well as the state and local economic development efforts in making this win-win opportunity a success.

Webinar: Logistics Within The Mississippi National Guard A Great Success

Dr. June 3rd at the University of Southern Mississippi Center for Logistics, Trade, and Transportation collaboration with the 154th, the webinar was proudly presented. The webinar within the Mississippi National Guard "The webinar was presented live on time and had 25 registered participants."

The 154th Sustainment Command, headquartered in Laurel, Mississippi, with a detachment in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, is a senior Army Logistics unit with a long history of service to the state and the United States of America.

The University of Southern Mississippi - 10 Days Study Abroad In Panama Program Visit InfosGroup In Panama

InfosGroup is an Information Technology business offering the full value chain to integrate people processes and technology in public and private organizations. InfosGroup is focused on making their customers more competitive.

3D Printing may transform MANY logistics

A soldier at a forward operating area needs the player form to indicate an award as a Brevet Soldier. He goes online, opens a form, fills in the blanks and hits "print." Easy.

Another soldier at a forward operating base needs a part for a weapon. He goes online, opens the computer-aided design, 3D CAD, hits the trigger assembly and hits "print."

Ranking Mississippi's Economy: The Grades Are In

Sometimes it seems like Mississippi just can’t get ahead. The latest report from Moody’s Analytics received some mixed results. The report, "Mississippi Economy: The Grades Are In," receives a grade of C for manufacturing, but A for education. The report provides valuable insights for policymakers and businesses.
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